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Chord Construction 

 

I. Word List 

 

a. General Words 

  

Abbreviation /@bri:vI"eIS(@)n/ (n) 

short form; contraction 

- UN is an abbreviation of the United Nations. 

 

Accomplish /@"kVmplIS/ (v) 

do; perform 

- There are several different ways to accomplish the same task. 

 

Bring /brIN/ (v) 

carry; take with 

- He will bring the money with him from the bank. 

 

Chart /tSA:t/ (n) 

graph; diagram; table 

- The record went to the top of the charts. 

 

Common /"kQm@n/ (adj) 

frequent; usual; ordinary 

- Electric windows are a common feature in new cars. 

 

Construction /k@n"strVkS(@)n/ (n) 

structure; act of building 

- Construction of the new bridge will begin in the spring.  

 

 

  44  
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Contemporary /k@n"tEmp(@)r(@)ri/ (adj) 

modern; up to date; present-day 

- That museum is one of the largest devoted to contemporary arts. 

 

Distinct /dI"stINkt/ (adj) 

different; separate; clear 

- The phrase has three distinct meanings. 

 

Due to /dju: tU/ (prep) 

because of; owing to; as a result of 

- Evening classes were cancelled due to heavy snow. 

 

Extremely /Ek"stri:mli/ (adv) 

very; highly 

- Some parts of that book are extremely difficult to understand. 

 

Jarring /"dZA:rIN/ (adj) 

harsh; dissonant; irritating; grating on the ear or 

on the feelings or nerves 

- My speaker has got a problem; it makes a jarring sound. 

 

Popularity /pQpjU"larIti/ (n) 

fame; being favoured, beloved, or admired by the 

people 

- The popularity of cell phones has increased over the last decade. 

 

Position /p@"zIS(@)n/ (n, v) 

place; situation; put; set 

- From this position, you can see the whole city. 

 

Progression /pr@"grES(@)n/ (n) 

sequence; series; development 

- Doctors were surprised by the rapid progression of the disease. 

 

Restful /"rEstfUl/ (adj) 

soothing; peaceful; relaxing 
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- I hope you had a relaxing and restful weekend. 

 

Smooth /smu:D/ (adj) 

calm; tranquil 

- Our flight was very smooth.  

 

Stable /"steIb(@)l/ (adj) 

steady; firm; fixed 

- They have a stable relationship.  

 

Stack /stak/ (v) 

pile; load; place (things) one on top of the other 

- He stacked the books on the table.  

 

Symbolise /"sImb@lVIz/ (v)  (also Symbolize) 

represent; be a symbol of; indicate 

- The flag symbolises our country. 

 

Tense /tEns/ (adj) 

nervous; stressful 

- She was feeling pretty tense. 

 

b. Technical Terms 

 

Chord /kO:d/ (n) 

a group of notes sounded together, combined 

according to some system; a combination of 

harmonising notes 

 

Consonant /"kQns(@)n@nt/ (adj) 

harmonious; forming a concord 

 

Dissonant /"dIs(@)n@nt/ (adj) 

inharmonious; forming a dissonance; discordant 

in sound 
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Dominant /"dQmIn@nt/ (n, adj) 

the fifth note of the diatonic scale of a key; based 

on or pertaining to the dominant 

=&===r=s=t=u=v=w=x=y=== 
            G (dominant) 

 

Root /ru:t/ (n) 

the fundamental note of a chord 

 

Triad /"trVIad/ (n) 

a chord of three notes, consisting of a given note 

with the third and fifth above it 
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II. Vocabulary Practice 

 

a. Match the words with their definitions. 

  

  

____ 1. popularity   

____ 2. extremely 

____ 3. position 

____ 4. consonant 

____ 5. restful 

____ 6. due to 

____ 7. common 

____ 8. symbolise 

____ 9. accomplish 

____ 10. jarring 

____ 11. chart 

____ 12. distinct 

____ 13. construction 

____ 14. stack 

____ 15. progression 

a. frequent; usual 

b. do; perform 

c. fame; being favoured or admired by the 

people 

d. because of; as a result of 

e. represent; be a symbol of 

f. diagram; graph; table 

g. pile; place things one on top of the other 

h. place; situation 

i. harsh; dissonant; grating on the ear or on the 

feelings or nerves 

j. harmonious; forming a concord 

k. different; separate 

l. sequence; series 

m. very; highly 

n. relaxing; peaceful 

o. structure; act of building 
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b. Fill in the blanks with the correct words from the list. 

  

root          abbreviation           chord           progression           dominant         

triad            dissonant 

 

1. A/an ____________ is a combination of two or more notes sounded 

simultaneously (played at the same time).  

 

2. The ____________ is the fundamental note of a chord based on which 

chords are named. 

 

3. A chord of three notes, consisting of a given note with the third and 

fifth above it, is called a ____________. 

 

4. The ____________ is the fifth note of the diatonic scale of a key. 

 

5. Some chords are considered ____________, because they sound 

inharmonious and jarring. 

 

6. In music language, the passage or movement from one chord to 

another is called a chord ____________. 

 

7. The ____________ of adjective is adj. 

 

c. Synonyms: choose the word that means the same as the given word.  

  

1. bring 

a. revert     b.  carry 

c. change     d.  remain 

 

2. stable 

a. flexible     b.  variable 

c. steady     d.  free 

 

3. tense 

a. nervous     b.  still 

c. calm     d.  firm 
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4. symbolise 

a. recognise     b.  represent 

c. reprise     d.  reduce 

 

5. smooth 

a. stressed     b.  nervous 

c. harsh     d.  calm 

 

6. contemporary 

a. temporary    b.  old 

c. modern     d.  traditional 

 

 

III. Reading Passage 

 

Chord Construction 

 
melodic interval - two notes, one after the other - is the smallest 

unit of melody. Likewise, a harmonic interval - two notes played 

together - is the smallest unit of harmony. It takes two or more 

tones written or played simultaneously to form a chord. Most basic chords 

are made up of specific arrangements of three notes, and these are called 

triads. Understanding how to build and identify the four types of triads is 

the first step towards understanding more complex chords and the 

progressions that are created when chords are put together. 

The first note of a triad, which gives the triad its name, is the root. The 

root has the same relationship to a triad as the tonic has to a scale; it is the 

fundamental note. In addition to the root, a triad contains the note a third 

interval above the root, called the third, and the note a fifth interval above 

the root, called the fifth. 

=&===r========t=======v==== 
    root              third            fifth             triad 

 

A 
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which contains a diatonic seventh degree above the root. In triads there are 

only three intervallic relationships; root to third, root to fifth, and third to 

fifth. With the added pitch of seventh chords, the complexity doubles; root 

to third, fifth, seventh; third to fifth, seventh; and fifth to seventh. Thus, 

seventh chords are more complex than triads. 

Chords with a major third, perfect fifth, and major seventh from the 

root define a major seventh chord ‘maj7’. Chords with a minor third, 

perfect fifth, and minor seventh from the root define a minor seventh chord 

‘-7’. Chords with a major third, perfect fifth, and minor seventh from the 

root define a dominant seventh chord ‘7’. 
There are other seventh chord structures which are not diatonic to a 

major key; for example, the augmented seventh chord ‘+7’, and the 

diminished seventh chord ‘°7’.  
 
Inversion of chords 

The basic rule for inverting triads is the same as that for intervals; bringing 

the bottom pitch up an octave. There are as many positions of inversion for 

a chord as there are notes in the chord (i.e. three in a triad). 

 If the root is positioned on the bottom (where it would normally be 

for naming purposes) the chord is in root position.  

 The first inversion is accomplished by bringing the root up an octave. 

 The second inversion is done by bringing the root and the third up an 

octave. 

One more inversion would bring the chord back to the root position.  

There are three possible choices for the top note of any triad. But since 

seventh chords contain four notes, there are four positions of inversion 

possible, the fourth position being the third inversion with the root, third, 

and fifth brought to the top and the seventh on the bottom. 

 

IV. Comprehension Exercises 

 

a. Write T (true) or F (false). 

  

____ 1. Most basic chords, called triads, are made up of three notes. 
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There are two types of triads that are extremely common: major triads and 

minor triads. Their popularity is due to the fact that they are both 

consonant; that is, they have a sound that is generally described as smooth, 

stable, or restful. Although both triad types contain a root, third, and fifth, 

their thirds have different qualities, which give them their distinct sounds. 

The quality of the third in the major triad is a major third, and the quality 

of the third in the minor triad is a minor third. Both triads contain a perfect 

fifth. When written on chord charts, the letter name of the chord by itself is 

the symbol for a major triad - the letter ‘C’, for instance, is the symbol for 

‘C major’ - while the minor triad is symbolised by the letter name followed 

by ‘mi’ (or in some cases by the minus sign ‘-’), as in ‘Cmi’. Like interval 

qualities, the differences in triads are called triad qualities. 

In addition to major and minor triads, there are two other types of triad 

qualities. One is a triad containing a root, major third, and augmented fifth; 

this is called an augmented triad. In the chord symbol for the augmented 

triad, the quality is symbolised by ‘+’ as in ‘C+’. The other triad quality 

contains a root, minor third, and diminished fifth and is called a diminished 

triad. Its quality is symbolised by ‘°’ as in ‘C°’. Augmented and 

diminished triads are considered dissonant - tense, or even jarring. The 

augmented triad is not diatonic to any major key.  

The diatonic triads are: 
 

I maj      II min      III min      IV maj      V maj      VI min      VII dim      I maj 

 

Note that each chord is identified with a Roman numeral representing the 

scale degree of the bottom pitch (the root), followed by the chord type 

name. 

There is one more type of chord. It is a very common chord in 

contemporary music, and it does not fit the normal pattern of stacked 

thirds. It is the suspended fourth chord. The abbreviation used is ‘sus4’. A 

suspended fourth chord is a triad in which the fourth degree replaces the 

third degree. 

 

Seventh chords 

The logical extension of a diatonic triad is the addition of another diatonic 

third above the fifth of the triad. The result is a diatonic seventh chord 
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c. the letter name followed by minus sign ‘-’ 
d. b and c 

 

4. Which of the following is not true about the augmented triad? 

a. It is made up of a root, a major third, and augmented fifth. 

b. It is not diatonic to any major key. 

c. It is symbolised by the letter name followed by ‘°’. 
d. It is considered dissonant. 

 

5. The symbol ‘°’ represents ________ quality. 

a. minor     b.  major 

c. diminished    d.  augmented 

 

6. The symbol ‘+’ represents ________ quality. 

a. major     b.  minor 

c. suspended    d.  augmented 

 

7. The suspended fourth chord ________. 

a. is a triad in which the fourth degree replaces the third degree 

b. is very common in contemporary music 

c. is abbreviated as ‘sus4’ 
d. all of the above 

 

8. A chord with a major third, perfect fifth, and minor seventh from the 

root forms a ________. 

a. major seventh chord    

b. minor seventh chord 

c. dominant seventh chord   

d. diminished chord 

 

9. If we bring the root of a chord up an octave, the chord will be in its 

________. 

a. root position     

b. first inversion 

c. second inversion    

d. third inversion 
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____ 2. The root is the note that gives the triad its name. 

 

____ 3. Major and minor chords have the same qualities in their thirds. 

 

____ 4. The diminished triad is symbolised by a minus sign ‘-’. 
 

____ 5. Augmented and diminished triads are considered consonant. 

 

____ 6. The diminished triad is not diatonic to any major key. 

 

____ 7. The augmented chord does not fit the normal pattern of stacked 

thirds. 

 

____ 8. The major seventh chord is made up of a major third, perfect fifth, 

and a major seventh from the root. 

 

____ 9. There are four positions of inversion possible for the seventh 

chords. 

 

b. Choose the correct answer. 

 

1. The root ________. 

a. is the first note of a chord    

b. gives the chord its name 

c. is the first note of a scale    

d. a and b 

 

2. The difference between major and minor triads lies in ________. 

a. the quality of their roots    

b. the quality of their thirds 

c. the quality of their fifths    

d. b and c 

 

3. The minor triad can be symbolised by ________. 

a. the letter name by itself 

b. the letter name followed by ‘mi’ 
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10. The third inversion ________. 

a. is done by bringing the root and the third up an octave 

b. is done by bringing the root, the third, and the fifth up an octave 

c. occurs in seventh chords 

d. b and c 

 

c. Answer the following questions orally. 

 

1. What are the two most common triads? What intervals do they contain? 

 

2. How are the different types of triads symbolised? 

 

3. How is a seventh chord formed? 

 

4. What are the different types of seventh chords? 

 

5. How is a chord inverted? 

 

6. How many positions of inversion are there for a chord? 

 

 

V. Grammar 

 

 Comparison of Adjectives 

 

Positive Form 

Use the positive form of the adjective if the comparison contains one of 

the following expressions: 

 as … as     

Example:  Jane is as tall as John. 

 

 not as … as / not so … as  

Example:  Jane is not as tall as John. 

 

 

 


